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DISCLAIMERS

I am not an expert in art or art history
I am not an expert in machine learning
please don't hurt me
Is AI-generated art "real" art?
dadaism

an art movement rejecting the logic, reason, & aestheticism of modern capitalist society, instead expressing nonsense, irrationality, & anti-bourgeois protest
To make a Dadaist Poem

- Take a newspaper.
- Take a pair of scissors.
- Choose an article as long as you are planning to make your poem.
- Cut out the article.
- Then cut out each of the words that make up this article and put them in a bag.
- Shake it gently.
- Then take out the scraps one after the other in the order in which they left the bag.
- Copy conscientiously.
- The poem will be like you.
- And here are you a writer, infinitely original and endowed with a sensibility that is charming though beyond the understanding of the vulgar.

--Tristan Tzara
surrealism

- transcribed dreams, recorded trance states
- often outsourced creative control to their materials
“Psychic automatism in its pure state [...] dictated by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern.”

—André Breton
“I am throwing sandy glue [‘colle ensablé’] onto stretched canvases. I like the result of this research, of this extreme spontaneity ... if in the past I threw sand onto glued surfaces, now it’s the glue that I throw onto the support, having only rhythm and the fire of inspiration as my starting point ... it’s always the same thing that I want, that is, to reveal movement, the blossoming, or the birth of things (this time it’s the act of creation in a pure state).”

—André Masson
Impressionist & Abstract Ideas
“It’s just like painting with a live snake as a paintbrush”

—My Friend Willy
AI-Generated Music

Imagine one day you can search in Spotify. I want a track in the style of the Beatles, Swedish House Mafia, Beethoven with a 10% of Dubstep, also it's rainy and a robot took my job today, please create a song that fits those criteria for me. And bam AI creates a tailored track for you.
Hermione pushed frantically at the controls of the spaceship.

“We have to take this ship out of service!” she shouted, pushing the controls.

Harry Potter stepped forward, his face contorted, and pointed his wand at the controls and the ship.

“Fire! Fizzle! Burn!”

The control fires suddenly started being foggled by the magic, the ship starting to rise up from the ground and then it was off.

Our sphere is for the sun, the stars are wet,
A world of words the stars.

Linda was dead, as they had come to another sea,
This cat and the sun stream, and the storm.

Manga and the stars are like a deep spirit,
The notebook of the sun shall be the stars.

The computer colors of the tomb with the ship,
A food of the world drives to the changes.
ArtBreeder
ArtDAO is proposed to own its creations, and use returns from that to pay for the resources it takes & give back to the artists that contribute to it.
Trends & Directions

01 Increasing distinction between concept and execution

02 Execution-heavy creative forms become possible for anyone to do at scale

03 Distributed, collaborative, crowd-sourced artmaking